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A Ileviating poverty through direct assistance to Those investments will never yield their full A beneficiaries as well as economic growth is a potential returns in international trade performance, prominent World Bank Group objective. For this however, without parallel advances in systematic strategy to succeed, all potential impediments hinimprovement of the invisible infrastructure of infordering the competitiveness of export industries must mation generation and exchange which underpins be tackled and reduced to the largest possible extent.
and controls every export and import movement. International trade performance and efficiency are
Such an effort has to begin with a clear underessential components of overall success. And in this standing of the special characteristics of each counnew economy of instant communication, where try, and, indeed, of each significant border entry and goods and services are increasingly negotiated, import point. This Facilitation Audit Methodology ordered and handled electronically, the main bottleoffers an analytical approach to such a perception. It neck in the economy is more than ever delivery, that reflects practical experience in a number of Bank is, transport and logistics.
missions and inquiries in a range of developing National frontiers-ports, airports, road bordercountries. crossing points-impose on incoming and outgoing This publication has been provided by John consignments a complex set of procedural requireRaven, Director General of the International ments. Countries that ensure that these are met with Express Carrier's Conference, as a token of his orgathe minimum cost and delay to legitimate cargo and nization's belief in the power of steadily increasing with full regard to public interest controls enjoy Bank and business partnership to bring the positive many advantages. They attract direct foreign benefits of global trading and transport to the full investors to establish importing, production and disinternational community, with special concern for tribution facilities and so increase employment.
the acute needs of more disadvantaged economies. They repress and reduce opportunities and incenWe want to express to him our sincere thanks for tives for official and commercial corruption. They this valuable contribution to the permanent coopminimize import prices and so inflation, and give eration the Bank wishes to entertain with the private exporters, especially small and medium sized comsector. panies, a fair opportunity, with reliable, rapid delivThis cooperation is finding new, very tangible ery and pared delivery prices in increasingly expression in the Global Facilitation Partnership for competitive world markets.
Transportation and Trade, which the World Bank is The World Bank Group has participated, along launching to provide a focus and forum for all those with other financing agencies and many client counin the public and private sectors, who want to bring tries, in notable improvements to basic visible transabout lasting, significant improvements in the invisport infrastructure, through a wide range of road, ible infrastructure of transport and trade in all interrail, port, and airport developments.
ested Bank member countries.
v vi Trade and Transport Facilitation: An Audit Methodology
The Facilitation Audit is provided as a tool for all those who may be required to identify facilitation problems and begin the process of prescribing and providing appropriate remedies.
We hope this will prove a useful guide for all those who wish to answer effectively the challenge posed to transport by the demanding requirements of international trade. 
Introduction
This outline account of a Facilitation Audit pro-consider it is more profitable to palliate chronic Tcedure consists of: delays by issuing letters of indemnity than to strive * An explanatory introduction.
to get the poor best out of an essentially outdated * A set of questionnaires designed to support and procedure. structure personal interviews. Trading communities are often captive customers * A note on the analysis and interpretation of the of their local port. Geographical constraints can be results of these interviews and suggestions for powerfully reinforced by limited access to key conorganizing practical remedial action.
tainer services. State ownership, protected from competition, adds an extra dimension to operational The purpose of this Audit is to examine and eval-inefficiency. uate difficulties and obstacles presented to the crossEven after almost 50 years of growth, there are a frontier movement of a routine consignment and its surprising number of countries which have failed to associated payment.
assimilate and exploit the full potential benefits of Experience shows that these center on official and multi-modal, through transport systems. Customs other authoritative procedures and related informa-procedures, there, are still adjusted to traditional tion flows. "Authoritative" procedures, apart from port-to-port movement and freight-forwarders or Customs, security and other governmental controls others seeking to set up as through-transport include banking requirements, particularly when providers may be unable to do so for lack of necesthese combine payment with credit or discounting sary legal status. services, pre-shipment inspection regimes, nonAll these difficulties cast serious burdens on competitive transport systems, for example monop-traders and carriers with direct access to maritime oly airlines or national shipping lines and services. Land-locked developing countries, dequasi-monopolistic port operations. pendent on transit arrangements, can incur a range Customs form the hard core of most procedural of additional costs and handicaps. problems. Operational inefficiency and outdated While designed primarily for use in World Bank regulations are often aggravated by dishonesty operations the Audit could be applied in appropriThere may be other difficulties from rigid, com-ate projects or inquiries by any lending, aid or govplex exchange controls, but, over the last thirty ernment agency or consultant advisers, always years, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and provided that there is assured, free access to all levWorld Bank have greatly reduced these additional els of management in the official and commercial handicaps.
sectors brought under review. Payment systems, especially full-dress documen-
In World Bank terms it should enable a typical tary credits, still slow modern transport systems to Appraisal or Pre-appraisal mission, considering a the leisurely pace of 19th century paper-based bank-trade development or structural adjustment loan, or ing practices. There is hardly any competition a port, airport or border crossing point investment between banks in this part of their business. Many project, to assemble, in two or three weeks, all nec-essary information for a trade facilitation section in rately where most of the important facilitation bodies its back-to-the office report.
are buried and offer an initial signpost to the sort of The sort of audit set out in this document cannot skills needed for priority expert advice and action. provide the depth or range of information essential to In addition to the respondent categories covered identify and guide remedial action. It is intended and in this Audit, it may, in certain counties, be useful to has served, in practice, to offer a reasonably reliable make similar approaches to a national standards assessment of the general nature and balance of gross organization, Departments of Health and Agridifficulties. In crude terms it should show pretty accuculture, and any Export Permit Control Agency.
Questionnaires
These questionnaires are addressed to the: (IECC). * Exporter.
It is always useful if the persons interviewed are * Importer.
not only well-known in the national institutional * Shipping Line.
network, but are also active in some relevant region-* Road Carrier.
al or international organizations. * Airline.
Interviews should be one-to-one and informal. * Express Operator.
Precision is less important than credibility. The pur-* Port.
pose of the audit is to provide reliable judgements * Airport.
rather than accurate statistics. * Border Crossing Point.
Each set of questions is prefaced by a short note * Customs.
on the role/responsibilities of the respondents * Commercial Bank.
concerned. * Exchange Control/Central Bank.
It is important to follow the suggested sequence Pre-shipment Inspection Agency.
of interviews. Starting with Customs, for example, Chamber of Commerce.
before obtaining any previous idea of their efficien-* Department of Trade/External Trade.
cy from shippers and carriers, to guide the direction and detail of questioning, will be a largely wasted They are intended for use as a structured support opportunity, and having to go back for a second for personal interviews. lf answers are written down time, possibly with a very evident change of this should be done as unobtrusively as possible.
approach, could be a serious embarrassment. Some questions are put to a number of responIt may be helpful to talk to the Department of dents, in order to provide corroboration or identify Trade, or its equivalent, and any export Promotion significant discrepancies.
Agency, after forming a firm estimate of Customs It is important to plan interviews in the light of performance. the best available advice and information on suitEvery effort should be made to conduct interable respondents. A Bank mission can normally views in a language easily used by the respondents. draw on considerable in-house knowledge and
The added presence of an interpreter adds undesirjudgement. This can be supplemented by prior conable formality and lengthens the time demands on sultation with international organizations, includthose being interviewed. 9. What is your impression of the cost/efficiency of Some questions offer special opportunities for domestic/foreign transport services? widening the scope of discussion. Consideration of 10. What is your impression of the efficiency of mulcosts of compliance with Customs requirements, for timodal-especially container-movements a) example, may stimulate the respondent to move into, b) within and c) out of, the country? gradually from up-front compliance costs to dispute 11. What is your impression of the cost/efficiency of and delay costs and then to any routine "unofficial" a) port and b) airport facilities? charges and exceptional expectations of irregular 12. Do you experience difficulty in obtaining offipayments. A direct, initial question on Customs cial and/or commercial information necessary behavior, on the other hand, might well produce for your transaction? If so, under what heads? nothing.
13. What are your main uses of computer sysIn selecting respondents, (at least one large and tems-internal office systems, services to one small), it is sensible to include the Chairman of clients, interchange with Customs, transport the national forwarders' association. FIATA can usuproviders, ports, airports, banks, exchange conally supply the relevant details. or can easily be, completed immediately prior to 21. Are transit operations particularly difficult in loading. respect of a) bonds, b) carnets, c) documentaThere will very often, however, be days of delay tion?
between the point at which the consignment is allocated, by the shipper, for export and the point at which he can be confident that its final passage to Exporter ship or plane will be relatively uneventful. In the meantime he or she may need to have comTraditional "stand alone" export and import transacplied with exchange controls to secure foreign curtions are declining in proportion to the explosive rency transport costs, made relevant requests for any growth of cross frontier transfers of materials, parts, associated import permit for eventual replacement components and semi-finished and finished products of scarce material used in manufacture or processwithin integrated multinational operational systems.
ing, lodged claims for writing off this consignment There are important direct links between deciagainst the total of any temporary importation sions on direct foreign investment in productive or license, obtained an often specious quality certificate processing facilities, and so employment, on the one and secured space on what may be very infrequent hand, and the ability of the host country to offer transport services. rapid, reliable movement of essential inward as well All these operations will be hidden within his own as outward consignments, on the other. works and office. Often they are regarded as almost Yet many politicians and commentators continue inevitable and natural features of a process which to support an outdated "export, good; import, bad" may never be consciously identified as adding up to economic morality This is particularly noticeable in an export delay or complication. developing countries, where "export promotion" is This situation casts extra importance on pushing still seen as an activity that can be separated out from and pursuing, as well as posing, relevant questions. international trade as a whole, and should enjoy special privileges and preference. In countries where conditions inhibit or frustrate tant procedural overtones and the Audit touches on locally based multimodal transport operators, these here and in the sections on ports, airports and traders have to depend on the advice and services of border-crossing points. foreign, usually multinational agencies, with conseThe maritime Bill of Lading, with the obligations quent difficulties of communication and an extra it casts on the carrier, can often contribute to procestrain on scarce currencies. dural delays, especially when the Bill figures in docTransit is a key factor in the economic and social umentary credit requirements. Air transport has stability of a number of developing land-locked special significance for land locked countries and countries. It is doubtful if their specific needs would countries with very large land masses and poor surweigh very largely in the balance of opinion or priface communications. ority in countries of maritime access, if it were not Express delivery services, using a basic air transfor a gradually broadening area of transport and port port component, are now an essential ingredient in privatization and associated competition. In some implementing time-sensitive conventional internaaccess countries political pressures can constrain the tional transactions and supporting the growing scope and efficiency of facilities for neighboring proportion-already between one third and one half land-locked economies.
of global trade in goods-that is represented by the The Bank and IMF, with obligations to a wide cross-border movement of components, semirange of clients, are in a unique position to assess processed and finished products and spare parts and, possibly improve, those aspects of transit syswithin integrated in-company supply, production tems which may be largely inaccessible to direct and distribution systems. influence from land-locked governments themThe very limited timeframes within which such selves. This Audit includes questions designed to services must deliver consignments, in order to jusassist preliminary fact-gathering for this purpose.
tify their charges and so ensure return on their Recent UNCTAD Expert Meetings have demonworldwide investments in aircraft, road vehicles, strated the importance of Customs requirements and support staff and communication systems, place efficiency in the operation and costs of transit systhese operators and their representative trade bodies tems through, and to and from land-locked develamong the most active advocates of trade facilitation. oping countries.
As they cannot function effectively, and so profIt is no part of the purpose of the Audit to deal itably, in countries where Customs are inefficient with, or inquire into, physical infrastructural and dishonest, they may well be inactive or repreresources. Nevertheless, though its immediate consented only by local agents, for relatively timecern is with the invisible infrastructure, in the form insensitive deliveries in many countries covered by of procedural constraints, all procedures depend on this type of audit. the submission or exchange of information, and the For that reason, while there is a short Questionmeans of processing and transmitting that informanaire addressed specifically to these operators, a tion are very relevant to overall efficiency. number of questions bearing on the express delivery In containerized traffic, moreover, the number of function have been inserted at other points in the consignments to be cleared can build up more rapAudit document. idly than the means available to process associated Rail operators, particularly important in transit information. This may produce pressures to move regimes, tend to view compliance with Customs that processing to points outside and separate from and other official requirements as an exercise in ports and airports.
cooperation with the inevitable. They tend to conDry ports or inland container terminals are typicentrate their attention on managing the transport cal examples of facilities that, perhaps seen initially system itself, with only marginal attention to the as expedients, can often become a valid part of the largely separate life-cycle of the international freight long-term transport infrastructure. There are imporconsignment.
Questions for Shipping Line 
Questionsfor Express Carrier
It is frequently impossible to obtain a written, accurate account of the main port procedures. Delays 1. Are you part of an internationally integrated carfixed by regulations for acceptance of responsibility rier or operating on an independent national/ for cargo in shed or on the quay are often unreasonregional base?
ably long, which, with associated extra risks of dam-2. How many a) export and b) import consignage and pilferage, add to the daily irritations of port ments do you declare to Customs annually? users and inflate insurance premiums. What is the total value at a) export and b) import?
Ports usually provide the most accessible and reli-3. What time is usually required to pass a) docuable source of information on delays and inefficienments, b) non-dutiable or de minimis goods cies in the international trade transaction. and c) dutiable goods through airports for a)
Their principal customers-shipowners-can cover export and b) import? a very wide range of sizes and capabilities. Global mar-4. Would you be able to extend your services if itime and nonvessel-owning container operators will be these times were reduced? If so in what able to provide excellent data, produced from highrespects? quality automated recording, processing and commu-5. What do you identify as the main causes of nication systems. At the other end of the resource scale delay-Customs, security, airport procedures/ Customs will have to accommodate small, single-vesfacilities, compulsory warehousing, pre-shipment sel owners, scarcely able to complete simple forms corinspection... ?
rectly, and often with strong inclinations to confuse 6. Is your business constrained by a) a postal trading with smuggling. monopoly, b) a licensing system, c) special At airports the number of carriers will be very limit-18. Is the bulk of the Customs procedure maned and all will be accustomed to computerized operaged within Customs or is the declarant or his ations and the use of uniquely numbered, agent obliged to take the documents from one internationally standard, non-negotiable air waybills. officer to another for a series of separate For freight carried on passenger flights, IATA, to checks? which most major airlines belong, has schooled its 19. How many signatures are required in the entire members to depend on authorized agents for all process of Customs clearance? stages of cargo handling after unloading, including, 20. Is there a written, freely available and wellin particular, Customs clearance. These agents are publicized account of the procedures necessary often of markedly higher quality than their counterto move goods and vehicles efficiently through parts in ports and at border crossing points. the port and Customs systems? Procedures?
As the key transport document-the air waybill-21. What computer and associated equipment is is non-negotiable, it cannot form the basis of full-dress used by port management and what are its main documentary credit procedures and consignments are applications? delivered directly to the person named in the bill.
To what extent are users able to communicate
Customs formalities tend, therefore, to be the main facdirectly, computer to computer, with the port. tor in release times. Are any EDI messages, for this purpose, based
Customs handling consignments at airports will on the international UN EDIFACT standards? work almost entirely with reasonably experienced 23. What is the rough proportion of declarations for and "professional" agents and may often be largely which supporting documents-invoices, cerinsulated from the general trading community. tificates of origin, waybills, bills of lading, and Unfortunately, there are still numerous countries in so on-are inspected?
which procedures for dealing with air freight are still 24. What is the rough proportion of consignments/ ad hoc adaptations of classical seaport practices. containers which are physically inspected.
Express operations, in the hands of major global 25. What is the quality and nature of container companies, have tended to run, ahead of conveninspection? tional airfreight in Customs practice.
If inspection is superficial, what purpose is said
The World Customs Organization has produced a to be served? standard set of Express Guidelines, under which 27. What is the incidence (rough percentage of total express consignments are given immediate release, declarations) of procedural difficulties and disprovided prescribed control data has been submitputes, and what are the principal causested to Customs, from audited computer systems at classification, value, suspicion of contraband specified periods in advance of aircraft arrival. and so on?
The degree to which airport management can give 28. Are goods and vehicles delayed while all such useful input to the Audit will depend on the nature differences are resolved or are some issues of their operations. recorded for later resolution, while the goods Some may operate obligatory warehouses, through are released for onward movement? which even express consignments, and may constrain 29. What is the experience of pilferage and lossair carriers to use a monopoly ground service. good, bad average-for a) general merchandise Security is a special and legitimate concern for air movements, but all-cargo flights should be less cum-9. What are the principal security regulations bered with these regulations than passenger carrying applied air cargo? Do these differ between conaircraft.
signments carried in holds of passenger aircraft Customs procedures often vary between port and and all-cargo flights? airport. When this happens the re is a strong likeli-10. Is there a written, freely available and wellhood that the airport procedures will be simpler, and publicized account of the procedures necessary this could provide useful arguments and precedents to move goods efficiently through the airport, in in looking for easier port treatment. One contribuaccordance with Customs and other control tory reason, however, may be absence any delays procedures? connected with documentary credits, as the air way-11. What computer and associated equipment is bill is a non-negotiable document and the carrier or available and what are its main applications? his agent just delivers consignments to the person 12.
What is the quality of any software used for pronamed on the bill.
cessing Customs formalities and of the operaSome of the following questions will be addressed tional skills available to use it? directly to airport managers. Others will need on-site
13. To what extent are traders/agents/carriers able ad hoc contact with agents, Customs and carriers.
to communicate directly, computer to computer, with Customs. 18. Are additional formalities for driver-accompaBecause of continuing, if generally diminishednied vehicles, including road-worthiness and exchange risks in certain economies and the comweight certificates, and driving license, passport mercial uncertainties of casual or novel trading and visas, carried out simultaneously with conrelationships, the docum,entary credit is still a familtrols on the goods, or in separate sequence? iar feature of international trade for many develop-19. How far do these secondary requirements coning countries. tribute to the total processing time?
Unfortunately the increasing efficiency of world 20. What is the quality and nature of container transport networks and the failings of numerous inspection?
postal services have combined to produce often sig-21. What is the incidence (rough percentage of total nificant delays to goods at import, pending the declarations) of procedural difficulties and disarrival and bank processing of the documents needputes, and what are the principal causesed to authorize their release to the buyer or his agent. classification, value, suspicion of contraband, There is practically no competition between and so on? banks to improve this position and user pressures 22. Are goods and vehicles delayed while all such are severely limited because many documentary differences are resolved or are some issues credit customers also depend on their bank for other recorded for later resolution, while the goods credit arrangements. are released for onward movement?
The International Chamber of Commerce, which 23. What is the experience of pilferage and losssets the broad rules for documentary credit pracgood, bad average-for consignments while tices, is currently considering an electronic alternastill in Customs custody?
tive or equivalent to the traditional paper-based procedures, but progress is slow and the overall credit system has a very low priority in most bank-
Commercial Banks
ing strategies. The practical result is chronic delays at import, The conventional trade transaction requires that particularly of containerized cargo with special while goods move from seller to buyer, payment complications for groupage container loads of should be pass in the reverse direction. which only part are subject to these credit The immense expansion of world trade, followarrangements. ing and fuelling the Industrial Revolution linked Such delays are cited, in self-exculpation by ports buyers and sellers across great distances, many and Customs, to distract attention from or, at least, weeks, if not months, distant by any known means dilute, their own inefficiencies. of communication.
The banks earn extra fees by releasing goods to In that situation banks, in cooperation with supposed consignees on the basis of guarantees confinance houses and merchants, devised a remarktained in letters of so-called "indemnity.' able payment system-the documentary creditThese are an unsatisfactory expedient because that enabled the seller to be sure that his goods they cannot, in fact, cover unassessable contingent could not pass to the buyer until due payment had obligations to third parties. Furthermore they are been made, while the buyer knew that his money expensive-so enabling banks to make additional would not pass to the seller until the goods were profits from their own inadequacies-and limited in safely in hand.
scope, being available, normally, only to favored cusIn its most efficient period, toward the end of the tomers of unimpeachable status. nineteenth century, this system operated on the basis It is extremely unlikely that banks, when interof key documents of title, carried by international viewed, will express anything but satisfaction with mail services operating far faster than ordinary cargo the "normal" functioning of the documentary credit movements.
system. Traders and agentLs are likely to be very cir-cumspect and some other participants not at all ing by overseas banks, physical transmission familiar with the problem. Some of the following, questions also figure among those to be asked at Customs posts handling port, airport and border crossing operations. Any variation in Customs the answers will be particularly interesting.
Customs are invariably found at the core of any signifQuestions icant set of international trade facilitation problems.
In many countries, they are not only a major cause 1. How many a) export b) import declarations and of cost and delay, in themselves , but also furnish a c) transit operations are handled annually? convenient screen, behind which many other par-2. What is the total value of consignments covered ticipants can attach their own inefficiencies. Quoted by these declarations? by traders, agents, carriers and ports as the princi-3. What proportion of government revenue is reppal, if not sole, cause of all border-crossing probresented by Customns duties/taxes on internalems, Customs tend to furnish, often unwittingly, an tional consignments? unreasonable excuse for many failings at other 4. What is the total number of staff employed in points in the life-cycle of the international trade the service? transaction.
5. What is the average ltime from submission of the For this reason, while it is desirable to place import entry to release of goods from your cusCustoms well down the sequence of interviews, so tody, in maritime trade for a) conventional genthat they can be interviewed in the light of previeral merchandise b) containerized cargo and c) ously expressed user opinions, they may well offer roll-on/roll-off vehicles at a) export and b) additional information and assessments that could import? justify some short second stage discussion with 6. What are the corresponding times for roadsome other participants.
borne consignments at main land frontier posts The answers to several questions put to Customs at a) export b) imports? may already be known as the result of earlier inter-7. What are the corresponding times for airfreight views. These questions should be put just the same, consignments of a) (locuments b) non dutiable as any substantial difference in Customs/trade perand de minimis and c) dutiable, goods? ception could, in itself, be significant.
8. Are the times in 5, 6 and 7 static or decreasing? The Questionnaire cannot cover more than a few 9. Do you consider any of these release times of the many aspects of Customs practice and proceunsatisfactory and if so which? What do you see dure that influence the efficiency and cost of an as the main causes?
